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1.Purpose and Scope

SEIKO EPSON CORP. offers an oscillation circuit evaluation service. If you can provide a few circuit boards, we will evaluate

the circuit parameters and characteristics. Then we will give

you the recommended parameters. However, sometimes

some customers cannot give us the boards. In this case,

circuit evaluation will have to be done by the customer. This

guide is a reference for customers when designing and/or

evaluating circuits. Basically, the crystal oscillation circuit is

constructed as in Figure 1. The circuit parameters depend

the many characteristics including the specification of the IC

and the oscillation frequency. In order to find the best

parameters, please measure the actual circuit. This is

document explains the procedure and technique for circuit

evaluation.

2. Methods for improving design

There are many techniques for designing good oscillation

circuit. This section outlines some techniques.

2.1.Confirmation of the oscillation circuit and construction of the lC

It is necessary to confirm the IC construction before starting

to design the oscillation circuit. When using a regular HC –

MOS (High speed C - MOS) inverter gate such as the

74HCU04 the circuit will need all external parts. However, if

the IC has built in resistors and/or capacitors, it is only

necessary to add those parts not contained in the IC. (see

Figure 2.1)

In addition to choosing an inverter gate, the gate must be the

UNBUFFERED type. Please see Figure 2.2. The unbuffered

type inverter is constructed of only one inverter, on the other

hand, the buffer type has three inverter in a gate inside it

although it is referred to by only one symbol.
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The buffer inverter makes a reverse phase three times internally, therefore the output waveform will have some distortion.

Also, the buffer has more gain than the unbuffer, causing a higher drive level.

2.2. Determining the preliminary values

There is no general value for the oscillation circuit because the value must be changed due to the IC characteristics, printed

pattern layout, oscillation frequency, etc. In the case of a regular inverter, such as the TC74HCU04P, the following parameters

will generally assure suitable operation. If the IC has some built-in device, please choose each parameter close to the

following values:

Preliminary Parameters Rf [M �] Rd[M�] Cg [pF] Cd[pF]

20 to 60 [KHz] 20 500 10 10
60 to 165 [KHz] 10 300 10 10
5.5 to 24 [MHz] 1 0.5 10 10

A more exact value will be found with actual data from the circuit evaluation.

2.3. Useful board design for the evaluation

There are some parts positions that are useful for the evaluation even for parts that will not be used. Figure 2.3 shows five (5)

positions A, B, C, D1 and D2 which will be used for additional devices during the evaluation. The following explains the

purpose of these positions:

A:      Used for putting a resistor in series with the crystal.

        With this, measurement of oscillation allowance will

        be easy.

B:      Used for putting a resistor in series to increase Rf

        if the device has a built - in Rf

C:      Used for putting a resister in series to increase

        Rd if the device has a built - in Rd.

D1, D2: Used for putting capacitors in parallel to increase

        Cg and Cd if the device has them.

The printed patterns for these are shown bellow the circuit.

For A, B and C the line should continue through and will be

cut when the resistors are added.
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2.4. Characteristics of each parameter of the oscillation circuit

The circuit parameters which referred to Figure 1 have the characteristics as follows:

Rf: Used for a bias for the inverter closed loop. If the value is small, it will cause an overtone oscillation due to the

small phase difference between the inverter input and output.

Ri: Used to bias the crystal. Generally, a small Rd will cause a high drive level. Cg, Cd: It is a basic part of the closed

loop on the crystal side. Generally, a large capacitance will cause a high drive level. Please try to keep the same

value for Cg and Cd. This is ideal for stable operation.

3.Circuit evaluation

The results of the circuit evaluation wil1 decide the circuit parameters and characteristics for suitable operation.

3.1. Deciding the best parameters

To decide the best parameters, please use the following guidelines:

i. Drive Level: Must be below 1�W (20kHz to 165kHz)

Must be below 300�W. 100�W Typ. (5.5MHz to 24MHz)

ii. Oscillation Allowance: At least 5 times CI maximum value

  (Negative Resistance) (ex., if the crystal is C - 002RX, in this case at least –250k�)

In the case when CL is low, the required oscillation allowance is

at least twice Re*1 (Effective Resistance). Three (3) times Re is

recommended.

Re*1 : The Re (Effective Resistance) can be calculated by the

following formula:

C0    
2

  Re = R1  1+       [�]
CL

iii. Oscillation start up voltage: It must start up with in 2.5V if the Vdd=5.0V.

iv. Oscillation start up time: Within 3 seconds (20kHz to 165kHz)

  (General standard value) Within 4m seconds (5.5MHz to 24MHz)

v. Oscillation frequency: The value must be matched to the intended circuit frequency.

The characteristics iii., iv. and v.

can be measured while checking i.

and ii. So, to decide the

parameter's accuray always use

i. (drive level) and ii. (oscillation

allowance). Using graphed data

will help for confirmation of

characteristics. Use drive level

and oscillation allowance as Y

axes, Cg and Cd as X axis.

According to the graph, there is a

range of suitable characteristics.

Please choose a common value

of capacitance for the parts

within the acceptable range.
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3.2. Deciding the CL value

CL means Load Capacitance; that is the capacitance

of the circuit (the capacitance of a circuit between the two

terminals of a crystal). The CL is specified by the circuit.

Please do not specify the values that may cause a shift in

frequency. The relationship between CL and frequency is

shown in Figure 3.1: When the CL required is 'a' pF, the

crystal will oscillate within a fine tolerance under an 'a'nF

CL circuit. If the actual CL is low, the frequency will be

high and if the CL is high, the frequency will be low.

Therefore in order to get an accurate frequency, the CL

value for the crystal device and circuit must match.

Again, the CL value of the Crystal device means 'a crystal

for a XXpF CL circuit'. It is as important as the frequency.

However it is impossible to measure the actual CL.

Therefore, an approximate value is calculated using the following formula:

          CG�CD
CL�������������������CS [ pF ]
         CG�CD

The Cs (Stray Capacitance) is usually 2pF if the board is a dual surface board. If using a multi-layer board, the value will be

higher. For example, if both Cg and Cd are 10pF, the CL will be 7pF, as the Cs is 2pF.

Next, confirm the CL accuracy using a crystal with a Known CL. If there is still a difference in frequency, there are the

following ways to correct it:

i. Change Cg and Cd

ii. Use a different CL crystal

Please evaluate all the parameters if the circuit board has been modified. The value usually changes even if the circuit is the
same. We recommend that the easiest way to confirm the values� is to confirm the actual oscillation frequency with SEIKO

EPSON's sample parts which have data attached.

4. Measurement procedure

4.1.Measurerment of the Drive Level

The procedure of measuring the drive leve1 is to

measure the current which runs through the crystal.

Then calculate with Ohm's formula as follows:

      P(D.L.)=i 2R [W]
   'i' must be the actual value and 'R' must be the

specified CI maximum. The way to measure 'i' is

different for AT crystals and Tuning fork crystals.

4.1.1. Measurement of the Drive Level for AT crystals

In order to measure the current as accurately as

possible, use a current probe and an oscilloscope.

The current probe is similar to the CT (Current 

Transformer) which measures a current that runs through

a lead using a magnetic flux according to the right screw rule. The signal goes to the oscilloscope via an amplifier. The current

can be read from the scope.
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Read the current value from peak to peak, then calculate the effective value using the following

formula:

       ip -p

i =     [A]
         2   2

4.1.2. Measurement of the Drive Level for Tuning Fork crystals

In the case of the tuning fork - type crystal (20kHz to 165kHz), the drive level is very small (1�W maximum). If the CI value is

50k�, the current that runs the through the crystal is approximate 4.5�A. This current cannot be read by an oscilloscope as in

the procedure of 4.1.1. due to being too small. Hence, a special instrument must be used for measuring the current: the

selectable level meter.

Use the current probe as in the AT crystal procedure, hen read the current form the meter.

4.1.3.How to use a current robe

Please use the current probe as shown in Figure 4.4. The leads are necessary

in order to measure the current, so please use a cylinder type part even if the
part is surface�mounted. Actual characteristics will not change between a

cylinder - type part and surface - mounted part.
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4.2. Measurement of the oscillation Allowance

The procedure of measuring the oscillation allowance is to place a resistance in series beside the crystal.

With this additional resistance, the amount of CI necessary

for creating oscillation can be measured. That means the

'allowance' for oscillation. The oscillation allowance is

indicated by the value of the additional resistance (ref.,

Negative resistance has the same meaning as oscillation

allowance).

Basically, the oscillation allowance required is at least

five (5) times the CI maximum. To prepare the Ra for

evaluation, please use as many resistors as possible from

more than 5 times CI (up to 10 times CI if possible).

Cut off the power to the circuit and add resistors

beginning with a low value, becoming progressively

higher. Monitor the wave form with the oscilloscope; the

circuit has allowance if it oscillates. Continue this

procedure, gradually increasing the resistance. The circuit will show no oscillation at an Ra condition. It means

the limit of the allowance is under the condition necessary for oscillation. So the previous resistance is the value of allowance.

That is to say,the circuit oscillated when the Ra was 470k�, it did not oscillate when the Ra was 510k�. In this case, 470k�

(actually -470k�) is the oscillation al1owance.

4.3. Actual data sampling

Provided an unusual value for RF is not chosen among the parameters for the oscillation circuit(Rf, Rd, Cg and Cd),

the circuit will work even if these are small variations in the values. Actually data sampling is done with varying Rd, Cg and Cd.

The best  parameter will be confirmed by using a graph described on 3.1. which uses Cg and Cd for the X axis and drive

level and oscillation allowance for the Y axes. So, data should be collected using various values for Cg and Cd applied to

several Rd conditions. For the capacitance of Cg and Cd choose as many as possible from 5pF to 50pF. We recommend that

you use a data chart as follows:

Cd=Cg Drive Level  Ra Max. (Oscillation Allowance) Comment

5pF

6pF

7pF

8pF

9pF

10pF

12pF

:

47pF

50pF

The main things to concentrate on are drive level and oscillation allowance. The other item is a comment concerning with any

problem with oscillation start up time, ete. When data sampling is finished, find the range which shows acceptable

characteristics by producing a graph.

5. Other circuits and frequencies

This document described the parallel resonance oscillation circuit using a C-MOS inverter device, the crystal is both tuning

fork and fundamental AT crystal type. This section will explain the other circuits and frequencies.

5.1. Series resonance circuit with C-MOS inverter

Usually, the series resonance circuit with a C-MOS inverter device is constructed as in the following figure:
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This circuit gives a 5V swing level to the crystal. Hence, usually this circuit supplies a high drive level to the crystal.

Also, there is one more problem in this circuit; that is, when the probe is attached to the input terminal of the 'B' inverter in

order to monitor the wave form, a short current passes through the probe due to the probe's input capacitance. The short

current creates shock in the crystal and it may damage the crystal. Therefore it might be difficult to evaluate the circuit and we

do not recommend the use of this circuit

5.2.Overtone oscillator circuit for AT crystals

The general circuit for the overtone oscillation with an AT crystal is as follows: However the construction of the

circuit and parameters may be changed due to

the IC characteristics, frequency, pattern layout

on the board, etc. It is usually difficult to keep

sufficient oscillation allowance (especially in the

case of a high frequency circuit due to be

frequency being dose to the devices speed limit.

The basic way to measure the drive level and

oscillation allowance is the same as in the

fundamental circuit but, we recommend that this

circuit is evaluated by SEIKO EPSON Corp.
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Appendix A. Oscillation Circuit Example

i. Through hole parts.
Print Pattern Layout:

  

Parts layout :

Note : The above drawing is not to scale.
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ii. Surface mount parts.
Print Pattern Layout :

Parts Layout :

Note : The above drawing is not to scale.
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Appendix B.   Example of the Drive Level, Oscillation Allowance Characteristics

         Circuit

  The following charts indicate the characteristics of the drive level and oscillation allowance:

In the upper two graphs, the data are measured on two Rd conditions, Rd = 220� and 820�. The characteristics are taken

with changing Cg and Cd from 7pF through 22pF. The CA - 301 has a specified CI value of 40� maximum at 20.000MHz.
Hence the oscillation allowance must be at least �200�. In this case, the highest oscillation allowance is Cg=Cd=10pF each

and the graph shows enough oscillation allowance. In this point, the drive level shows approximately 240�W on 220� Rd and

120�W on 820� Rd. According to these data a recommended condition is;

    Rd = 820�    Cg and Cd = l0pF

The lower two graphs show the characteristics of the drive level and oscillation allowance against Rd variation. These data

are measured on 22pF Cg and Cd. The larger Rd can reduce the drive level. However, it also reduces oscillation allowance.
                                        NOTE
The purpose of these data is to see the general characteristics of the relation of Drive level
and oscillation allowance against Rd, Cg and Cd variation. The values are only for
reference and you may find differences in actual test conditions. Because, the values will
be affected by the circuit construction and difference in board design.
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Appendix C.    Measurement of Negative Resistance using the S �Parameter

In order to confirm the matching of the circuit to the required oscillation mode to inhibit unnecessary oscillation modes, we
recommend measuring the negative resistance using the S�Parameter. The following shows the general system

configuration for measuring the negative resistance using the S�Parameter:

                       HP 4195A Network/Spectrum Analyzer

(This figure referred from HP 4915A Maintenance Manual Fig 3-5)

The equivalent parameter of the oscillation circuit is as

follows:

This procedure measures the negative resistance and CL

using a network analyzer. To connect the network

analyzer, remove the crystal from the board, then connect

the test fixture to the board.

The network analyzer measures each parameter; -R and

the CL which is converted to reactance (Xc). The CL can

be calculated from Xc by the following formula;

The measurement program example is mentioned on next page. Using this procedure, you will achieve a result as shown in

the example on the next page.
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Example of Measurement Program
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Appendix D. Example of the Evaluation Equipment

For AT Crystal
Scope Oscillo-Scope 2465B Tektronics
Probe AC Current Probe P6022 Tektronics
Amp. Current Probe Amplifier Type 134 Tektronics

For Tuning Fork Crystal
Selectable Level Meter ML422A Anritsu
Probe DC.AC Current Probe A6302 Tektronics
Amp. Current Probe Amplifier AM503 Tektronics

Power Rack TM501A Tektronics
Using S-Parameter

Network/Spectrum Analyzer HP4195A Hewlett Packard
Power Splitter Test Set HP51952A Hewlett Packard
Test Fixture 16094A Hewlett Packard
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